Telesis is pleased to announce the new BENCHMARK®200 an even more economical alternative to the BENCHMARK®320.

- Rugged column-mounted marking head based on field-proven BENCHMARK®320
- Economical alternative to outdated conventional marking processes
- Fully programmable - character sizes, font styles and character strings are changed through simple keyboard input
- Generous 100 x 100mm (4” x 4”) marking window
- Rugged, compact self contained controller with rubber keyboard and 4-line LCD display - no PC required
- Electromechanical marking pin eliminates the need for air supply
- Controller stores up to 75 marking patterns
- Automatically generates serial numbers, as well as date, time and shift codes
- Marks up to 5 characters per second
- Optional rotary fixture for circumferential marking of cylindrical parts

BenchMark® Product Line

- BenchMark® 320
- BenchMark® 460
- Rotary Fixture
- BenchMark® 200